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The power of an
adviser-inspired
investment
platform
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f 2020 has taught us anything in the
investment platform industry, it’s that we
need to be flexible, insightful and able to
respond rapidly to ever-changing adviser and
client needs.
Technology is the great enabler that can get us
there. However, it can’t just be any technology.
Historically, investment platforms have been
created from rehashed banking systems and
have not been specifically designed for the
purpose – a model that’s ripe for change.
The pivot towards a FinTech proposition will
unlock real value that an investment platform
can provide to both advisers and clients.
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It’s a mindset
and effectively to challenges.
Investment platforms are a true enabler of
With our FSCA-approved process, which means
business; a facilitator of choice for the adviser and
no wet signatures are required from clients for
their clients. Platforms are not an asset manager
instructions, we were able to continue seamlessly
– and nor should they be. True investment
executing instructions during lockdown and
platforms focus solely on what it takes to help
responding to the needs of clients and advisers
advisers run their business
without interruption.
more efficiently, serve
An end-to-end secure digital platform
WE WERE ABLE
clients better, and ultimately
should continually evolve and support
TO CONTINUE
free up time for the adviser
the changing world in which we live.
to do what they do best:
A purpose-built, technologySEAMLESSLY
advise clients.
driven investment platform facilitates
EXECUTING
transparency throughout the investment
INSTRUCTIONS
Adviser inspired
journey and drives efficiency within an
Building a business that
DURING LOCKDOWN adviser’s business and ultimately makes
puts the adviser at the
investing simple – like it should be.
centre fundamentally changes the way a platform
works. It results in a platform fitting into the way
Never forget the human touch
an adviser does business, rather than forcing
A truly powerful platform creates an ecosystem
advisers down an archaic, inflexible route that
of collaboration and partnership. It combines the
suits the platform and not the adviser’s business.
power of human connection with the enabling
An adviser-centric platform builds a
power of technology and delivers a service
relationship of trust with the adviser, empowering
experience that is real-time, supported by deep
them by putting the power in their hands to
knowledge and understanding of the client’s
support and to respond to clients’ needs.
investment journeys.
The bottom line? The investment platform of
Purpose-built technology
the future is a powerful, flexible technology and
Responsive, purpose-built technology means that
value proposition that truly understands advisers’
when a world-changing event like COVID-19
business and delivers a solution that empowers
happens, the platform is able to respond quickly
them to serve their clients better.

Chasing platforms on cost alone
misses the point: Full functionality

P

rice is only an issue in the
absence of value. Yet many
offshore platforms seem to
compete on price alone – but how
useful is that if everything else fails?
Too many investors have been let
down by limitations or failures from
‘low-cost providers’.
There is nothing wrong with low
cost, but Credo Wealth believes
other factors are the key to making
or breaking a client’s platform
experience. Credo has been providing
wealth management services to South
Africans wishing to invest abroad for
over 20 years. This has demonstrated
that market access, modelling, a
robust trading structure, client
support, secure custody arrangements
and reporting are all critical
components for wealth managers and
investors alike.
In the first instance, there is nothing
more frustrating than not finding
the fund or security you want – and
even worse if it is on a cluttered,
disorganised platform. Credo’s wealth
platform provides a clean, smooth
interface that accesses markets
globally. While some platforms only
offer funds, Credo provides access to
equities, fixed income, funds, hedge
funds and ETFs from more than 60
global markets.
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One of Credo’s key features is
the ability for advisers to create
tailored, model portfolios for clients
and manage them as a model: drift
analysis, trading and re-balancing
simultaneously rather than for each
investor individually.
Resilient trading infrastructure is
critical for platform performance.
No investor wants to find that the
platform has gone down because of
tech issues or high volumes, especially
on days when the market is volatile.
You need a platform that is there
when you want to trade. As the graph
indicates, the Credo platform can
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effortlessly absorb ‘peak’ flows when
volumes spike, as experienced during
COVID-19, US elections and periods
of high market sentiment.
Client support from the platform
is equally important. No matter how
much information is in a FAQ, there
will always be situations that require
clarification or assistance. Credo’s
experience with high-net-worth
individuals and some of South Africa’s
leading wealth managers has proven
time and time again the value of having
trained and knowledgeable support
staff on call for investors. Credo also
offers dedicated relationship and

account managers whose primary role
it is to facilitate a superior client and
wealth manager experience.
Credo’s custodian is Pershing, part
of BNY Mellon, which is the world’s
largest custodian and literally the
benchmark for market best practice. In
the event of a default or market failure,
there is no safer global custodian
available, full stop.
The Credo platform offers a flexible
reporting structure that can be
tailored for bespoke requirements,
including reporting in 11 different
currencies. Combining a seamless
integration with life wrappers such
as Old Mutual International, Glacier
International and Momentum Wealth
International, investors using Credo
get far more than just a trading
execution gateway: they benefit from
a whole-of-market, multi-asset class,
multi-currency technology enabled
wealth platform.
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